
Game about fake news and disinformation

Manipulator



You’re having a family dinner with…

Eager beaver

Brother-in-law

Retired

Nerd

Influencer



How to win the Manipulator?
In each gameplay there will be 8 news headlines:

6 fake news // 2 true news
Players will need to find out and defend yourselves from the fake news by reading only
the headlines.

If you manage to believe zero or one fake news, you win as a team. 
If you believe 2 or more fake news, Manipulator wins the game.

Whether they are fake or not will only be revealed at the end of the gameplay.



Media impact cards
Each of the 8 news is spread in 3 different channels (ex: 3 cards below),
With a certain level of intensity 

In this example, the media impact of the news is 5+4+3=12



Defence cards
Each player has 
some defence cards 
in your hand: 

The players discuss if they believe the news is true of fake (remember: there are 6 faks and 2 truths).

Example: to defend from a news that has 12 media impact, the defence cards they play need to sum 13 or more.

If they consider it’s fake, they need to play defence cards
that sum more than the impact of the fake news



Examples of game plays



Gameplay in DAU (Barcelona Board games Festival 24/11/2019)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjUUxpKbqWU


Virtual gameplay in FESC (ESS Fair 18/11/2020)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=argR_r9-ML8


Reflection after the game



Roles
How was it to be in the role of that different characters?

Do you think they get to know the news from that channels?



Media impact
What does it mean the ”media impact” of each headline? 

Do you think that the more channels you get the news from, you’re more bound to believe it?



Fighting against fake news
What title would you give to each defence card?



How can you play better next time?

What of these 3 options is more important to win Manipulator?

1. To Know the truth
2. To cooperate and reach agreements with the other players
3. To Manipulate the other players

Vote and explain why



What are fake news?

➔How would you define fake news?

➔What characteristics do they have?



Future considerations
What can you do at home, or with your friends, or at work, to fight against 
fake news and their spread?



Possible adaptations of the game
Manipulator can be played with (fake) news about different topics, such as:

➔Migration
➔Gender
➔Climate change
➔Covid
➔ Local news
➔ ... other topics you may want to address with 

your group of young people!
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